Subject: Changes to LUM 163

- Known problems in luminery 163 for discussion

1. Note 60 change

2. Double instead of double

3. LRPOS initiation 5063 - 560

4. LR VEL READ (PCR 576)

5. P66 status moved down (PCR 766)

6. Command conflict on P2X/P66 - fix initialization

7. Command V37 (KALEN PCR) prog note 659 of 159

8. Random Xfer in P2X - pot removed in fixed, now 1C 01

9. High tilt

10. X-pointer error

11. Ensemble of 2 x 8 instead of 2 x 4

12. To vs. DXCH - third recovery

13. Too few shares with ARROW and GRAVES (PCR 1081)

14. LRWH initialized from P66 -> P64, not P63 -> P66 (ANOM)

15. Display, ensemble conflict in P2X, extended cords V67 & V68

16. Pre designate L63 for P22, ANOM

17. #6 fix ensemble

18. L-10-02 gyro torque in AUB & C

19. L-10-02 gyro torque in AUB & C
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